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Nautical 
and nice 
Global 
Preface
From superyachts and floating saunas to 
Tasmanian shipping businesses and the 
‘bagni’ of Italy, we sail the seven seas in 
search of the world’s most impactful and 
impressive ocean-going undertakings. 

editor
Matt Alagiah
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Sailboat survivor
Vilm Yachts

When Wolfgang Lenz co-founded his docks 
in 1948 on rügen Island, the German 
democratic republic was not yet born. 
during the second half of the 20th century 
vilm yachts were sought after but weren’t 
actually available in the Gdr. now they are 
sturdy vessels made for the baltic and north 
seas. their high price and limited interior 
space mean they aren’t suitable for chartering. 
“the people who buy our yachts are never 
first-time buyers,” says Matthias Lenz. — kk
vilm-yacht.de

Best for bespoke
Permare

Permare Group was founded 
by former mechanic Fernando 
amerio in 1973 as a nautical-
services company. now 
second-generation co-owner 
barbara amerio manages 
the sanremo-based firm by 
looking to markets such as 
Monaco and France, as well 
as singapore and Malaysia.

Permare’s custom-made 
boats are so unique that 
only three are made each 
year: innovation is coming 
from research into new 
propulsion technology for 
superyachts in collaboration 
with volvo Penta, as well as 
hybrid-fuelled versions of the 
brand’s past models. — chr
gruppopermare.it

Best for interiors
Daniel Georgus

When it comes to teak deck 
boards and moulded timber 
panels, few specialists are 
as experienced as daniel 
Georgus. the bremen-based 
company was established in 
1925 and is now run by third-
generation Martina Georgus. 

creating wood panels for 
interiors and adding deck 
boards to the exterior surfaces 
are crafts that take years to 
perfect. Martina works with 
a team of six employees, of 
which only three are trained 
to perform the handiwork. 
the company’s expertise can 
be spied on the waves of the 
baltic sea, the north sea and 
the German lakes. — mag
georgus.de
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Marina-builder to watch
D-Marin

turkey is becoming a new hub for the yacht 
industry (see page 96), which is partly down 
to the new marinas being built along the 
Mediterranean coast. d-Marin Marinas Group 
has tapped into this market and beyond.

the company, established in 2003, began 
by designing and building the turgutreis Marina 
20km from bodrum. since then d-Marin has 
built a further 10 marinas, three of which are in 
its home country; the rest are spread between 
Greece, croatia and Montenegro. — adc
d-marin.com

Carla Demaria
President of Monte 
Carlo Yachts and 
Ucina

Monte carlo yachts was 
established by bénéteau 
Group in 2008 to fill a gap 
in the group’s offering of 
mid-range to high-end 
yachts. demaria has been 
president since the company’s 
beginning and is also 
president of the Italian marine-
industry association ucina.

Q: How do you assess the 
state of the industry?
A: Monte carlo yachts has 
only been on the market 
since 2010. We knew from 
the start that we had to be 
global and present in all 
markets to succeed. In the 
past few years southeast 
asia has been a strong 
market. brazil is doing 
less well – we’ve seen a 
pronounced sales contraction 
there in the past two years.

Q: What are some of the key 
trends that you’re aware of?
A: compared to before 
the financial crisis of 2008, 
customers are much savvier. 
yacht manufacturers have 
one tenth of the clients they 
used to but those clients 
know what they want. For us 
that means being dynamic, 
proactive and efficient enough 
to respond to their desires.

Q: What are you excited 
about this year?
A: We will be launching an 
80ft (23-metre) yacht this 
summer called the Mcy 80, 
which will fit between two 
models already in the range: 
the Mcy 76 and the Mcy 86. 
Look out for a few exciting 
new design features. — mal
montecarloyachts.it
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Smartest runabouts
Global

Whether skipping across 
the surface of Lake Geneva 
or bobbing on the côte 
d’azur’s turquoise waters, 
runabouts (small motorboats) 
are the ultimate holiday craft.

01 Comitti, Italy: this 
Lombardy stalwart makes 
classic speedboats on 
the shores of Lake como. 
Models include the new 
venezia 25 classic, 
which has a cruising 
speed of 30 knots. 
comittigroup.com

02 Boesch, Switzerland: 
the Lake Zürich-based 
maker creates crafts 
that combine old-school 
aesthetics with new-age 
power – as seen in the 
620 acapulco de Luxe. 
boesch-boats.ch

03 Jakobstads Båtvarv, 
Finland: this is Finland’s 
oldest active wooden 
boatyard. Master 
builder Jan backman 
turns Finnish pine into 
understated vessels such 
as the Jb snipa. — jwa 
jakobstadsbatvarv.multi.fi
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Quirkiest concept
Wasauna

“the purpose is to create a place of refuge, 
to give people a new perspective on their 
city,” says Jon Gentry, who co-founded 
seattle-based architecture firm gocstudio 
with aimée o’carroll.

the Wasauna suits seattle, with its long 
winters and vast expanses of water. the 
hotbox can accommodate six people and 
was created to float on the surface of seattle’s 
Washington Lake year round. It’s heated by 
an internal wood-burning stove. — ni 
gocstudio.com
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Best for stripping 
and dipping
Top Italian bagni

For Italians, summer means 
sand, sea and a beachfront 
lounge chair near a restaurant. 
since the country’s postwar 
boom, when vacationing 
became accessible to the 
masses, bagni – the Italian 
beach-club institutions 
that cram the peninsula’s 
coastlines – have defined 
relaxation for the country 
with sailor-striped parasols, 
matching beach chairs and 
essential services (espresso, 
lunch, aperitivo) against a 
Mediterranean backdrop.

set on a charcoal-coloured 
sliver of sand in Liguria, 
bagni Mignon looks as 
seaworthy as a sailing ship, 
with a wood-panelled interior 
and a towering mast on its 
outdoor terrace, where rows 
of blue-and-white changing 
cabins face the waters of baia 
delle Favole. the tiny beach 
club was built for charm not 
size, and retains its 1950s 
ambience. a team from 
nearby Portofino’s luxurious 
Hotel splendido ensures that 
bagni Mignon is a diner’s 
destination too, with Ligurian 
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specialities such as trofie 
pasta and chickpea farinata 
rendered beautifully. — lr

Italy’s best bagni

01 eco del Mare is on a 
secluded alcove of the 
bay of Poets, not far 
from bagni Mignon.

02 Kursaal village was 
designed in the 1950s 
in ostia, rome, by two 
architects, including 
Pierluigi nervi, who 
brought his concrete 
forms to the beach.

03 Located in tuscany’s 
Forte dei Marmi, one of 
the country’s first beach-
holiday destinations, the 
augustus Hotel evokes 
classic bagni style.
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Best ecosystem
Tasmania Maritime 
Network

Perched on the edge of 
the world’s southernmost 
harbour in Hobart, the 
tasmania Maritime network 
(tMn) is a group of privately 
owned small to medium-
sized naval and shipping 
businesses that have gained 
worldwide attention for their 
innovative marine products. 
the companies benefit 
from each other’s presence, 
ensuring that this distant 
manufacturing outpost 
retains its global reputation 
and relevance. they  
range from large-scale 
shipbuilding outfits such  
as Incat, commissioned  
to build passenger ferries 
and military-support 
vessels, to marine-hardware 
designers specialising in 
hatches and anchoring 
systems for superyachts.

Cleverest lifeboat
Portland Pudgy

Portland Pudgy founder david Hulbert spent 
his summers as a boy by the seaside on the 
coast of Maine. after a career as an industrial 
designer working on airports, aircraft and 
train interiors he returned to quiet new 
england, where his passion for sailing led  
to the creation of this unsinkable lifeboat.

Hulbert’s version is the only one available 
on the market that can also be used to 
sail to safety. “My training as an industrial 
designer tells me to never accept the idea 
that something can’t be done,” he says. “an 
inflatable life raft is basically an inner tube 
with a floor and a roof – so many things can 
go wrong.”

Made of the same material as resilient 
ocean kayaks, the Portland Pudgy is 
buoyant and uv-resistant. unlike the market 
standard, there’s no need to inflate it, which 
means there is no risk of a puncture. — mdb 
portlandpudgy.com
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the network also includes 
a number of best-in-class 
safety-equipment suppliers. 
Liferaft systems australia 
designs and manufactures 
naval evacuation equipment, 
including life rafts. stormy 
Lifejackets specialises 
in comfortable, high-
performance personal 
flotation devices in jacket 
and vest form, while 
Moonraker manufactures 
storm-resistant lightning rods 
and antennae. — cr
tmn.org.au

Most newsworthy Nordics
Finnish boatmakers

For Finland’s boat-builders, the focus is on 
elasticity. targa (pictured), a family-run maker 
of hardy motorboats, has recently added 
warehouse space to its facilities in Malax on 
Finland’s west coast. “It makes it easier for 
us to work on more projects at the same 
time,” says sales manager robert carpelan.

carpelan’s father founded targa in 1976 
and this year sees the company celebrate its 
40th anniversary with the launch of its first 
new model in four years: the targa 30. 

Meanwhile, vaasa-based axopar uses 
a modular design that enables five different 
deck configurations on the same hull; this has 
garnered sales of more than 250 boats since 
launch two years ago, making it the fastest-
growing boat-builder in europe. and baltic 
yachts – with sam stenberg as its managing 
director – is testing steering software that can 
adjust to the needs of different users. — tj 
targa.fi; axopar.fi; balticyachts.fi

Designer to trust
Trappmann 
Consulting

based in Palma’s busy stP 
shipyard, German-born Peter 
trappmann is the first stop in 
Mallorca for captains looking 
to spruce up the deck of their 
yacht – or build a brand new 
one. the expert refitter sails 
clients through the process 
from start to finish: consulting, 
designing and supplying 
private vessels up to 260ft (80 
metres). bespoke joinery and 
upholstery are done in-house, 
while trappmann’s network of 
suppliers is cast far and wide 
(even a small Picasso can be 
sourced upon request).

“this is such a seasonal 
industry and it pays to be 
flexible,” says trappmann. 
nearly 90 per cent of his 
work is in Mallorca but the 
mobility of his clients makes 
travel essential; in recent 
years he has even given the 
interiors of two private jets  
a facelift. — la
trappmann-consulting.com

New must-visits
Southeast Asian 
marinas

thanks to its sparkling blue 
seas, tropical islands and 
increasingly prosperous 
populations, southeast asia 
is becoming an enormous 
growth market for the yacht 
industry. Marina developers 
in the region are vying for 
business and establishing 
world-class destinations.

thai ambition has spurred 
an upgrade to the popular 
royal Phuket Marina, with the 
addition of a number of hotels 
and an increase in berthing 
facilities planned over the 
next 10 years. across the 
andaman sea, the sleepier 
shores of resort town Krabi 
will see yachts sailing into the 
luxurious Port takola from 
June. a former shrimp farm, 
it has been converted into a 
stunning facility with berths 
for 250 yachts.

Malaysia is also seeing 
an increase in visitation by 
sea so the royal Langkawi 
yacht club has improved 
its facilities. It now offers 
boutique accommodation 
at the Fisherman’s Wharf, a 
three-storey hotel and dining 
precinct. — nsg 

Most anticipated 
fleet renewal
Hurtigruten 

norway’s coastal cruise line 
Hurtigruten has its sights set 
on even chillier climes than 
usual. It has ordered two 
new ships, with an option 
to add another couple, to 
complement its fleet of 14. 
“they will help us take even 
more passengers into the 
arctic and antarctic regions,” 
says ceo daniel skjeldam.

the ships are set to 
stray far from the country’s 
beautiful fjords. new 
destinations will include 
the antarctic as well as 
spitsbergen, Iceland and 
Greenland in the arctic. 
the first two, developed by 
rolls-royce and designer 
espen Øino, are due to be 
delivered by 2019 and will 
feature emission-reducing 
technology. — lab
hurtigruten.com
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Best in class
Japan Boat Show 

this year’s Japan boat 
show in yokohama was split 
between two venues: an 
indoor hall and a bay-side 
marina where makers and 
visitors could put on their 
deck shoes, crack open the 
bubbly and show off some of 
their bigger “lifestyle” boats.

best in show was 
yamaha’s re1800 rescue 
boat. With a hull made 
from a buoyant fibreglass-
reinforced plastic – in a 
utilitarian grey – this rigid 
inflatable boat comes in 
at just under six metres, 
unusually compact but 
large enough for six people. 
the engines are tucked 
away, allowing the boat 
to move even in shallow 
water. coastguards and fire 
services are queuing up for 
it already.

the smaller boat makers 
offered a good mix for the 
weekend waterman: folding 
kayaks from Fujita canoe 
in Kyoto and the elegant 
17ft (five-metre) rivré sail 
boat, handmade in Mie 
Prefecture. takihiko ogido 
from okinawa showed 
his new Hunter boat-300; 

made from a super-durable 
high-density plastic with a 
two-horsepower engine, this 
bright orange tub is perfect 
for fishing. Meanwhile, 
Joycraft, a family firm from 
yokohama, had a wide range 
of inflatable boats, including 
the four-person carrot 303 in 
apple green that is already a 
sell-out. — fw
marine-jbia.or.jp

Highlights

01 Hunter Boat-300:  
With its small engine,  
no licence is needed  
for this ¥158,000 
(€1,270) fishing boat 
from okinawa.

02 Joycraft: We’d take 
anything from this 
yokohama maker 
but the Kayak 340ss 
in earth-brown was 
particularly eye-catching.

03 Etupirka: the name 
means “seabird” in ainu; 
this is a light sailing 
kayak from Hokkaido. 
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Chris Cecil-Wright
Founder of Cecil 
Wright & Partners

cecil Wright & Partners is 
a three-year-old boutique 
yacht-brokerage company 
based in London and 
Monaco, which manages 
the sale, purchase and 
construction of new and 
secondhand yachts on behalf 
of its clients. It also organises 
charters. chris cecil-Wright 
founded the company and 
has 25 years of experience.

Q: over the years you’ve 
been in the brokerage 
industry, how have things 
changed and what are some 
of the key trends you’re 
seeing right now?
A: In the 1990s and up 
until 2003, I would spend 
one week of every month 
in Moscow. there aren’t 
really any russians now. 
In the past three years I’ve 
been in touch with a lot of 
americans; the european 
yards are cheaper for them 
now with the strong dollar. 
on the other side, the yards 
I deal with – the royal van 
Lent shipyard, for example 
– are all full of orders, so 
the industry isn’t struggling. 
there have always been rich 
people with the appetite to 
spend money on a yacht.

Q: Have you had more 
business from emerging 
markets?
A: We never really saw 
china emerge – in general, 
the chinese buy smaller 
boats such as sunseekers, 
not superyachts, which is 
what we generally deal in. 
With southeast asia the 
yachting culture is, again, 
very different. — mal 
cecilwright.com
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Coastal centres  
on the up
Global

01 Onomichi, Japan: 
a charming city on 
the seto Inland sea 
once famous for 
shipbuilding, onomichi 
is reinventing itself as a 
tourism destination. Its 
combination of natural 
beauty, traditional 
buildings and good food 
is hard to beat. — fw

02 Halifax, Canada: since 
canada announced 
plans in 2010 to update 
its ageing naval fleet, 
its shipyards have 
been busy – and none 
more so than Halifax 
in nova scotia. More 
than ca$30m (€21m) 
has been pumped 
into the base of the 
main producer of 
combat vessels: Irving 
shipbuilding. — jzl

03 Salalah, Oman: this 
port has been a magnet 
for investment recently. 
Its new airport offers 
international flights and 
a slew of new hotels are 
in the offing. — cl 
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Finest 
craftsmanship
Sano Shipyard

“our wooden boats often 
outlive the owners who 
commission them,” says 
ryutaro sano, the president 
of sano shipyard in tokyo. 
the family business started 
in the early 1800s making 
wooden ships used for short 
journeys. as demand for 
these vessels slowed, the 
family diversified into building 
boats and yachts in order 
to preserve the traditional 
craftsmanship.

the 64-year-old sano 
works with his brother 
Minoru and son tatsuya. 
there is no shortcut to 
quality: a team of three 
designs and carves with 
traditional wood-crafting 
tools such as a chona axe 
and a nomi chisel at their 
shipyard in shiomi, by tokyo 
bay. sano favours Honduran 
mahogany for its supreme 
quality and burgundy sheen. 
It takes a year to complete a 
24ft (seven-metre) boat and 
two years to make a 30ft 
(nine-metre) yacht. “It is great 
fun to create a ship from 
scratch,” says sano. — jt
sano-shipyard.co.jp

Donna Morris
Director,  
Superyacht Crew

Wherever you travel around 
the world, your yacht or 
motorboat crew is likely to 
have at least one aussie on 
board. superyacht crew 
International is australasia’s 
leading yacht-crew 
recruitment agency.

Q: How did you come to be 
training and recruiting staff 
for superyachts?
A: I sailed the world for 
seven years crewing yachts. 
I had previously worked 
as an intensive-care nurse 
and also as the manager 
of a 24-hour licensed hotel 
but only yachting asked me 
to muster every ounce of 
energy and diplomacy,  
good judgement, taste,  
style and patience.

Q: What does your client 
base look like?
A: about 80 per cent 
are captains or business 
managers of international 
superyachts. the market  
in australia is small but it  
is growing steadily.

Q: What do superyacht 
owners tend to look for in 
their staff?
A: continuity is the most 
common request. owners 
want to see the same faces 
on board. crew members 
with good personal skills 
and a fair amount of intuition 
are also highly sought-after. 
staff require the ability to 
speak when spoken to and 
engage in conversation but 
also being able to identify 
their cue to leave and get on 
with their work. they need to 
be positive individuals with a 
smile on their face. — cr
superyacht 
crewinternational.com
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Classic yachts

01 Santa Maria,  
launched 1963 
netherlands-based 
Feadship began as an 
export brand for the us 
market. When Henry 
Ford II commissioned the 
santa Maria it became 
the most expensive 
Feadship ever built. Half 
a century later it came 
back to the netherlands 
for a refit before returning 
to the water in 2015. 
feadship.nl

02 Lady Hertha, 
launched 1935  
GL Watson of Liverpool 
set up the world’s first 
yacht-design office in 
1873, before sketching 
out the plans for Lady 
Hertha, originally called 
destiny, 60 years later. 
GL Watson advised 
Italian shipyard Lusben 
on the latest restoration, 
which won a classic 
boat award in 2016.
glwatson.com

03 Maid Marian II, 
launched 1931  
Maid Marian II’s 
mahogany hull and 
teak superstructure 
saw service during the 
second World War in 
the us coast guard. Her 
current owner restored 
Peter emblin’s original 
designs before sailing for 
Greece last year. — jch 
maidmarian2.com

Most enduring riverboat design
Ferreira da Costa

the Ferreira da costa boatyard sits on a 
small tributary of the tagus near Lisbon. on 
the day we visit three wooden boats, raised 
high on trestles, are being worked on.

the largest boat, 49ft (15 metres) long, 
is almost finished and is one of the elegant 
varino sailing sloops that are specific to the 
tagus. varinos are flat-bottomed to navigate 
shallow waters and strong enough to hold 
40 tonnes of freight. before the advent of 
road freight they dominated life on the river, 
delivering cargo and people from one side  
to the other.

varinos are handmade using wood 
sourced from the hills behind Lisbon. Work 
begins with the keel and moves out to the 
frame or ribs of the boat, and finally the deck. 
“We still build boats in the same way they 
were made 100 years ago,” says master 
builder Jaime costa. “the only thing that’s 
changed is our tools.”— tl
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Best for a coast-hugging drive
Porsche 718 Boxster

one of the few experiences comparable to 
bouncing over the waves is zipping down a 
twisting road that overlooks the ocean. For 
this you need a sporty vehicle. Porsche’s new 
718 boxster traces its origins to the 1950s 
and features the iconic styling of previous 
models, though with a more sculptural form. 
the interior’s state-of-the-art technology 
features the sound Package Plus. — mal 
porsche.de
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Most elegant ferries 
Vigor Industrial

shipping links are vital to 
those who live in the us’s 
Pacific northwest. enter vigor 
Industrial in Portland, oregon, 
a family of shipbuilding 
companies that keeps the 
region cutting a nice line 
through the waterways of not 
just oregon and Washington 
but alaska too. With 10 
locations and more than 
2,500 employees along the 
Pacific coast, vigor builds 
everything from fishing boats 
to ferries, not least the iconic 
green-and-white Washington 
state Ferries. — tma
vigor.net

Balkan pioneer
Uljanik

croatia’s shipyards floundered after the 
country gained independence in the 1990s. 
In the run-up to accession to the eu in 
2013, croatia had to privatise its five major 
shipyards. one went bankrupt; others let go of 
thousands of employees. only one managed 
to stay profitable: uljanik. the company, 
based in Pula, carved out a niche building 
specialised ships. With its order book filled 
until 2018 it is in the process of hiring more 
staff so it can fulfil its orders on time. — mjg
uljanik.hr
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Best designers
Nauta Design

Milan-based nauta design 
has a reputation for creating 
a big impression. In 2013 
the studio delivered the 
exterior design of the world-
renowned 590ft (180-metre) 
superyacht azzam, the 
Lürssen-built craft that is 
the largest private yacht on 
the water. the team’s latest 
creation, the 115ft (35-metre) 
nikata yacht built by Finnish 
yard baltic, was the most 
decorated boat at this year’s 
showboat design awards.

the company was created 
by Mario Pedol, enzo Moiso 
and Massimo Gino as a 
simple shipyard and the 
founders expanded the remit 
to design, brokerage and 
chartering in 1994. their first 
offering was a series of semi-
customised small boats.

“We are experiencing a 
moment of great growth,” 
says ceo Mario Pedol 

22

(pictured top left, seated). 
“this is mainly thanks to new 
markets such as australia, 
the Far east, Mexico and 
canada, which are interested 
in customised and semi-
customised boats.”

In a growing global 
market, nauta design 
boats are recognised for 
their balance of aesthetics 
and functionality, achieved 
through the superstructure’s 
modelling and interior and 
deck design. — mag
nautayachts.com
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